
- Festival and and food / drink coupons will not be taken back, refunded or exchanged. No right of 
withdrawal is possible (see also website FOD Economy). 

- Loss or theft of the ticket is the responsibility of the buyer and does not lead to a replacement of 
the refund. 

- Do not buy your ticket on the street, chances are it has been forged. Buy your tickets only at the 
authorized points of sale (tickets.rockelingen.be). 

- Counterfeiting of the ticket will be prosecuted. 

- The ticket buyer must comply with the 'law regarding the sale of tickets to events' (Belgian Official 
Gazette 30 July 2013). 

- Ticket prices are determined by the organizer and are exclusive of administration / service costs 
charged by the ticketing partner. 

- For all your questions regarding tickets purchased on our website contact us through our contact 
form on www.rockelingen.be 

- The organizer is entitled to verify the identity of the festival-goer. 

- Changes in the programming do not entitle you to a full or partial refund of the ticket. Liability of 
the organizer due to force majeure is excluded. The purchaser of a ticket may also be waivers of any 
recourse of his tickets from vouchers in a force majeure situation. 

- Tickets may not be used for commercial or promotional purposes without the permission of the 
organizer. 

- Tickets may not be resold without the express permission of the organizer. Festival tickets that are 
resold without the permission of the organizer do not entitle you to admission. The organizer also 
reserves the right to cancel tickets as soon as it is established that tickets are offered for sale despite 
this prohibition. The costs resulting from the cancellation will be recovered from the buyer. 

- The online ticketing tool is a B2C sales channel for individuals. It is not possible to make an invoice 
for this. The posted prices only apply to this ticketing tool. The buyer determined through one of 
these channels that he does not want an invoice by using this channel. 

- If an invoice is desired (B2B), a request must be made in advance via our contact page. No invoices 
are created for tickets purchased by B2C sales channels. 

- In view of the exceptional situation (COVID-19), we keep your details such as name and first name. 
The purchaser of the tickets will also communicate his email address so that he can be reached in 
case this is necessary. We keep your data for 4 weeks and do not use it for other purposes such as 
marketing, analytical,…. If you have any questions, please contact the contact form on 
www.rockelingen.be 


